Spend less time operating products and massaging alerts

If you’ve invested in (or plan to invest in) Exabeam Data Lake or Advance Analytics and have a security team that’s stretched thin, Expel can help. We’re a transparent managed security provider. With Expel you get 24x7 monitoring, response and resilience.

Our analysts regularly engage with your team and make sure you’re aware when an alert turns into an investigation...as it’s happening (not days later). When we uncover an incident, we provide answers (written in plain English) that tell you what happened and exactly what you need to do about it.

How we work together

Expel’s direct integration with Exabeam Data Lake or Advance Analytics enables our analysts to run automated and ad-hoc queries against your Exabeam data to detect suspicious activity. When an alert turns into an investigation, Expel uses your Data Lake and Advanced Analytics data to run queries to gather additional information, so we can provide you with answers (not alerts).

Expel can also integrate with your existing network and endpoint tools.

Answers... not alerts

We cut through the ‘white noise’ of alerts that your security tools throw off by layering our own experience on top of your existing rules.

Actions for each incident

We provide clear and specific recommendations detailing the actions you should take to address the immediate issue and ensure it doesn’t happen again.

Improved resilience, without alerts

We provide recommendations, based on your environment and past trends, so you can fix the root cause of recurring events or even prevent them from happening in the first place.